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Chapter 911 Is it too much to lose (1) 

Compared to the nervousness and anticipation in the eyes of the crowd, Jocelyn looked calm and 

composed. 

Looking at Jocelyn like that, Bella couldn't help but curse in her heart. 

She really didn't know what, in the end, Jocelyn was pretending to be. 

It doesn't matter, soon enough, Jocelyn can't pretend anymore! 

When he saw the crowd, Hector's eyes were filled with excitement and shock. 

There was even a touch of panic. 

The look on Hector's face made Bella's mind more and more ready. 

Bella immediately took the lead and walked up to Hector's face, eyes full of anticipation, and opened 

her mouth to ask, "Is there nothing underneath?" 

Hector didn't pay any attention to Bella, he just ran to Jocelyn panting for breath. 

And Hector's silence made Bella even more certain that there was nothing down there. 

Bella then took the lead to stand in front of Jocelyn, hands naturally folded in front of her chest, "Really 

nothing is there. Jocelyn, kneel down, call me mother, good daughter." 

With those words, Bella flicked her long, slim, red, diamond-encrusted nails, which she had just had 

done. 

The arrogance and smugness under her eyes was almost overflowing. 

Such an image made Jocelyn's eyes tingle beyond belief. 

Jocelyn, however, did not move her voice, However, letting her gaze bypass Bella and fixing it on 

Hector's face behind Bella, "How is it, Hector?" 

"Look at his frightened look, don't you understand? Must he say that there is nothing, before you are 

willing to believe?" Bella coldly snorted, "Don't stall for time, hurry up." 

Jocelyn, however, did not pay any attention to Bella and just continued to look at Hector's face. 

walked up to her, looking at Jocelyn and saying, 

became joyful, "Hahaha, see? 

palace with a whole bunch of treasures in it, because we weren't sure if there was a mechanism or 

something in there, so we didn't go in there." 

Bella, Issac, Shabbie, and those bodyguards Jocelyn 

situation was not expected by 



was, moreover, dumbfounded to the 

instant, 

she thought of how arrogant and domineering she had been just now, in front 

she had known that was the case, she would not have said 

lost would get down on 

the loser 

Bella felt chagrined. 

time, the scales of victory, are tilting towards 

you be so 

suck in a breath of cold air backwards, looking at Jocelyn's eyes, from the original calmness into 

admiration 

Jocelyn's luck good to 

fortune is 

the Shabbie at the side, see Bella angry face have changed, immediately 

was annoyed to the 

her, Shabbie touch made 

Shabbie's hand before chiding, 

Shabbie immediately went quiet. 

Is there actually an underground palace down there?" Issac looked 

heavily, "Yes. It looks like this underground palace should be the underground cemetery of some ancient 

nobleman, inside 

no ripples under her 

already knew everything, Hector's words 

in her heart had long 

calmly, Issac was 

Chapter 912 Is it too much to lose (2) 

Anyway, no matter what, Bella was ashamed today. 

She really regretted what she had just done. 

Why is it that every time, God always leaves good things all for Jocelyn? 



What the hell is Jocelyn? 

Taking a deep breath, Bella lowered her head, her face suffocating in a flush. 

At this point, she really had no choice but to leave or stay. 

"What's the matter? Too much to lose, Bella?" asked Jocelyn in a soft voice as she and gently flicked her 

long nails. 

Her voice is soft, but her aura is strong. 

Obviously without any expression, it was an easy task, overpowering Bella. 

Bella had nothing to say. 

And all those bodyguards around them, who were Jocelyn's bodyguards, couldn't look away. 

One by one, they began to speak up, blaming Bella and helping Jocelyn out - 

"What a loser." 

"That's right, you have the agreement to get down on your knees and call Miss Murphy mother? What's 

wrong? Want to backtrack?" 

"It's OK to backtrack, then you can do what you said and eat shit live." 

"If you're not capable of bearing the consequences, then why on earth did you pretend just now? Didn't 

it ever occur to you that you might lose?" 

The bodyguards' words made Bella feel even more groundless. 

At this point, Bella felt like a joke on earth. 

Bella was instantly annoyed and stomped her foot fiercely, raising her head and looking at the bemused 

Jocelyn. 

The more bashful Jocelyn is, the angrier she gets. 

Jocelyn is very proud of herself now, isn't she? 

This bitch! 

happy, but she still acted like 

Bella, is really annoyed by 

on your 

your knees and call Miss Murphy 

kneel, then you'll eat shit 

start a live stream? Miss Stewart, 

The bodyguards asked. 



or say anything, she just 

what Bella 

pay for their actions in the 

What are you? You're just a bunch of underlings, how dare you tell 

lowlifes, are you worthy to speak to me? 

raised her hand and fiercely 

right side of Bella's face was imprinted 

right face swelled 

dumbfounded by 

side of her face before jerking her head up and looking into Jocelyn's face, her eyes full of shock, 

"Jocelyn, 

"It's not your turn to point your finger to 

What else do 

hates it that Bella rely on her family’s money and look 

treats her men is out of her sight and out of her 

it was not her turn to hector Jocelyn's 

moved those 

one, they instantly liked 

up their minds that in this life, they would be 

then gasped 

raised her hand and tried to 

could fall, Jocelyn clutched her wrist with a swift and fierce 

at her angry face coldly and said, "Bella, you lose. Hurry 

"That's right." 

that you, Miss Stewart, are 

can't afford 

bodyguards, once again, said to 

then tried, bending her 

However, she gave up. 



kneel for 

well let 

chose to 

Chapter 913 Going Down to the Tomb (1) 

But at this time, she can do nothing but has impotent rage. 

Bella is really suffocating. 

Growing up, she was really rarely insulted by others. 

All the humiliating moments are almost always related to Jocelyn again. 

She felt that Jocelyn was really her nemesis. 

"Jocelyn, don't go too far." Bella gritted her teeth and looked at Jocelyn and scolded. 

Jocelyn frowned slightly and continued to flick her nails before placing her gaze on Bella's face, "I 

wouldn't like to hear it. You lose in your bet, how can it be going too far?" 

"Wasn't that your own proposal? What? Now you know it's too much?" Jocelyn's voice went colder and 

colder. 

She really resented Bella. 

So she don't even want to give Bella a good look. 

"That's right. You brought it up yourself and now biting back, are all the Stewart family members so 

shameless?" 

"You're right about that, isn't everyone in the Stewart family like that? They don't have good character." 

"Yeah, whenever the Stewart family is in the news, then there is really very little positive energy. All 

scandals. tsk tsk." 

Jocelyn's bodyguards addressed Bella. 

Their words seemed like poison to Bella, making her ache. 

Bella then clenched her fists tightly and looked coldly at those bodyguards who were laughing at her, 

"Aren't you afraid that when I go back, I'll find someone to break your legs?" 

"You can try," Jocelyn spoke faintly. 

There's a dungeon down there now waiting for her. 

At this moment, she didn't want to waste too much energy on Bella either. 

After all, time is precious. 

look and 



the mine once again and opened 

she saw the 

been blown wide 

be at the entrance to the dungeon, so 

has been 

entire underground palace, moreover, did not suffer any quality 

was all calculated 

all to be expected, so 

the lens, she saw that the entrance to the underground 

to Hector's habit, if they blew up the vein, they would only just blow up the entrance and 

that she did not say much at the time when she told Hector to 

the well, he walked over to Jocelyn and asked, "Do you want to go down to 

continued to check the situation in the underground 

is indeed 

one at the entrance to the 

continues to see 

palace is not connected 

will see 

walls that separate the two rooms 

antique vases of different shapes 

antique vase that comes 

countless cold arrows will 

use her penetrating eyes, 

out that there was a bug in 

cold arrow arrangements 

is fired, there is no 

seen everything, she let out a long, relaxed breath and then continued to 

found that there was nothing else 

on Hector's face, "It's 



those mechanisms before she can get the 

too many people and going down together could 

eyes and the only one who could see through everything, so it had to be her who 

others heard this, they were all 
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Chapter 914 Going Down to the Tomb (2) 

Issac continued to insist, "How about this, if you have to go down, then I'll accompany you. I'm 

knowledgeable about this, too. I can't let you go down alone." 

Bodyguard A, "I'll go down with you too. Miss Murphy, we can't watch you go and put yourself in danger 

and do nothing." 

Bodyguard B, "That's right, I'll go too. If there's any danger, I can die for you." 

Bodyguard C, "I'm going too. I'm going to die in Miss Murphy's place too." 

They have been following Jocelyn for all these days and have long been deeply attracted and conquered 

by Jocelyn's character. 

Once upon a time protecting Jocelyn was a task, now protecting Jocelyn is where the heart is. 

She's so wonderful, she should live well. 

Soon, the other bodyguards, too, all immediately took a stand. 

One by one, they all said they would die for her. 

Jocelyn was inwardly moved. 

Instead, she just smiled helplessly and said, "Okay, everyone take it easy. I'll be fine, I promise." 

Issac, "How can you guarantee that when things are so unpredictable down there?" 

Jocelyn, "Anyway, I insist. No one follow me, that's an order." 

With those words, Jocelyn took the lift down the shaft and started moving towards the location of the 

shaft, despite the people's persuasion. 

Not even giving them any chance to react. 

After Jocelyn left, the bodyguards, and Hector and those of their staff, as well as Issac, were worried to 

the core. 

Only Bella was full of relief. 

She pulled out a cigarette from Shabbie pocket, and then lit, leisurely sitting on top of a large stone 

aside, crossed her legs, while smoking, while watching the show. 

Hector frowned deeply, "I do not know what will happen." 



Issac, "She's really too stubborn." 

Bella took a deep drag on her cigarette and laughed out loud happily. 

an instant, all eyes were 

was 

Shabbie then pulled Bella's arm and whispered, "Don't you laugh. Everyone is annoyed. do you want to 

be taught a 

coldly and shut 

those bodyguards of Jocelyn's still gave 

bodyguard 

and aimed it at Bella's brow 

moment, Bella shut up in 

before looking at the bodyguard and saying, 

head with force, "If you talk nonsense again, I'll shoot 

Bella instantly wimps out. 

It scared her. 

when the bodyguard saw this, he reluctantly put his gun away and went straight back to 

he left, Bella began 

all the way down to 

rocks because of the explosion that had 

The following is electrified. 

a parallel passage is 

cannot be seen from the head to the 

granite 

light 

world is somewhat 

mine is warm in winter 

cold up there 

temperature down there seems 

in sweat after 



she took off the coat she was wearing and threw it on the 

long, long walk, 

the entrance to the 

to pass 

that had just blown up were 

air, the smell of gunpowder still 

Pungent, but bearable. 

straight through the 

piled high with countless luminous 

placed in various parts 

It's glowing right now. 

obviously without electric light, is brighter than the passage outside, which 

Chapter 915 Countless Strange and Exotic Treasures 

The other room is equally full of exotic treasures. 

Even more so than in the room at the entrance just now. 

Before she could admire the treasures, countless cold arrows were fired from all directions. 

Although it is known that it cannot hurt her. 

But at this moment, Jocelyn's heart was still in her throat. 

She shot up and looked around. 

All the cold arrows brushed past her perfectly. 

After grazing her shoulder, it shot straight into a gap in the stone of the wall next to it. 

After ten consecutive minutes of firing cold arrows, the world finally fell silent. 

Jocelyn opened her perspective eyes to confirm that those cold arrows had completely finished firing, 

she then stood up in peace, and then walked straight into the front room. 

In this room, in addition to luminous pearls, gold, jade and precious stones, there is an assortment of 

antique vases of various shapes. 

She didn't have time to take a closer look before she crossed right over those things and went to 

another wall before continuing the way she had just done. 

And just like that, the walls opened up again. 

The cold arrow, too, once again brushed perfectly against her. 



And she saw something else in the other room. 

The contents of the other room were mostly gold bars, and various rare jades and pearls. 

And of course there are night pearls. 

The night jewels in this room were even larger than the ones she had seen before. 

All of them are of the kind that, with a diameter of four metres, are luminous pearls. 

She counted them carefully and there were eight of them. 

Seeing this, Jocelyn could not hold back her excitement any longer. 

Although on a regular basis, she saw a lot of exotic treasures. 

had never seen such a 

treasures all piled up 

her excitement before continuing 

came to view were all kinds of exotic 

in a row, she walked to a wall in the sixth 

is 

the place where 

where the treasure, the most, 

sixth room, the 

littered everywhere, 

pearls, all of them four metres 

set at 

up the 

pearls is roughly four metres 

by the luminous pearls, is brighter than any 

is like exposed to 

night pearl, this room is filled with various, 

of it easily 

one question 

they go to heaven when they die, and carrying around a lot of possessions is likely 

they only put in items that represent their personal identity, not valuable items like rare jewellery and 



the owner of this dungeon was clearly not attacking them for practising the 

who could have owned such a tomb, 

now, she did not take a serious look at the exotic 

a rough idea, looking at the pattern features of those things, 

here is worth 

pearls could have bought all the top quality raw 

breathless with the beauty of 

gaze moved, again, to the golden coffin, surrounded by 

golden coffin, of the highest quality, 

countless 

stepped in front of the 

not covered with a 

corpse, dressed in gold, came straight into 

is very 

look at this 

was surrounded by countless 

luminous pearls, only 

Small but still glittering. 

Chapter 916 How to end it 

Bella was quiet for a moment. 

After about a few seconds, Bella then looked at Shabbie next to her and added in an air tone, "Just 

watch, she's definitely going to die." 

Shabbie then kept nodding his head in compliment, not even daring to retort. 

Bella, on the other hand, had a smug look on her face. 

"Why don't you get lost?" A bodyguard saw that Bella hadn't left yet, and then chided. 

Looking at the face of Bella, he felt like punching it. 

Bella immediately curbed her smug face and said, "Can't I sit here?" 

I'm going to sit here and watch the corpse of Jocelyn. 

"Get out of here. You're not welcome here, it's annoying to see you." the bodyguard added. 



Instead, Bella just stood up but had no intention of leaving. 

The bodyguard didn't bother to continue to tangle with her, so he just turned away. 

Bella snorted again in triumph and cheerfully set her eyes on the deep, bottomless well. 

Issac, with a depressed face, looked at the mouth of the well, sighed, "Hope she will be fine. " 

Bella added in her mind, "I hope something happens to Jocelyn, God, please do grant my wish." 

And it was at this time that the sound of the lift starting up rang out. 

The sudden buzzing sound attracted everyone's attention. 

And those who had been worrying about Jocelyn, in an instant, all put their hanging hearts down. 

Under each of their eyes, excitement was written all over them. 

Only Bella, at this moment, suddenly felt lost. 

All those hopes were dashed. 

The huge contrast in emotions caused Bella to be a bit overwhelmed for a moment. 

the dumbfounded eyes of Bella, Jocelyn rode the lift above the 

then opened the lift door and walked in front of the 

the lift was 

Bella is completely dumbfounded. 

her 

into 

on the other hand, 

clenched and clicked by 

was really 

Jocelyn, so safely, reach her 

to be like this. Jocelyn should be 

rushed down to the tomb died, so why didn't 

she had just put in front of 

could this Jocelyn 

and glanced coldly at Bella who 

at the people who were looking at her with worried faces and said, "It's safe down there, 

No mechanisms or anything?" Issac's 



had really hardly ever seen anyone who had rashly descended into 

to go down to the tomb 

can a non-professional 

Jocelyn is actually a 

instantly had a 

mechanisms, but 

a light-hearted manner, but those who listened to 

Everyone felt the backlash. 

What? 

With dangerous mechanisms? 

it so easily and perfectly, and come 

it's a man who knows 

profound, "What 

"It's nothing, just some 

It's already scary, okay? 

this even 

could she say it 

had just gone down there 

Bella heard this, she found it 

Chapter 917 Heavenly Differences 

Receiving Jocelyn's gaze, Bella for a moment felt even more humiliated. 

Bella frowned deeply and stood up directly, looking at bodyguard C and denied, "I didn’t say that. Which 

of your ears heard that?" 

Bodyguard C, "Got the guts to say it but not the guts to admit it?" 

Bodyguard D, "I heard it too. I heard it with both ears, Bella, get down on your knees." 

Jocelyn did not intervene and just let the bodyguards pick on Bella. 

She felt no sympathy for Bella's plight. 

She, Jocelyn, had never been a saintly mother, and had no need to pity people who had hurt her and 

could not wait for her to die. 



Bella shut up, dumbfounded. 

Taking a deep breath again, she stammered and said, "I am wrong, okay? Besides, I just talk to Shabbie 

casually, this is Shabbie say it weather to screw or not screw down my head." 

Shabbie shielded Bella behind her and said, "Yes, yes., I don't need her head." 

Looking at the two of them, the bodyguards then gave them a blank stare. 

Bodyguard A, "You dare not admit it." 

Bodyguard B, "Yeah, since you know you can't afford the consequences, so don't just speak up." 

Bodyguard C, "What a disgrace to the Stewart family." 

Every word was again like a slap in the face, hitting Bella unmercifully. 

Bella was once again annoyed. 

Yet there is no nerve to continue to pick them on. 

Bella covered her face and 

fast and the trail was very difficult, with all 

outside, she accidentally 

She fell straight forward. 

she fell, she rolled down the hill like 

stones, constantly pinching her skin, made her wail in pain, 

then touched his head at a loss for words, and then chased after 

on the other hand, could not help but curl her 

the other hand, laughed 

at her like 

"She deserves it." 

God has 

said, and everyone's eyes were full 

at Hector and her bodyguards and 

nodded respectfully and with 

you're up here safely, I'm going to go down. This is 

sense the goodwill 

he is 



said, "Even if you stay 

relatives should 

"I'll see 

and then took out a white business card from his pocket and 

has his 

And his contact details. 

both hands, and then smiled, "Okay, I'll contact you for 

Issac, "I won’t." 

then left the 

took out her mobile phone and called 

phone, Noah was in a serious face, having a meeting in the huge 

Chapter 918 Selling Out 

He was so gentle to his wife. 

But in front of them, he is fucking cold like an iceberg. 

However, even if the Chairman of the Board is cold as an iceberg, he is still handsome enough for people 

not to look away! 

After leaving the door, Noah leaned lazily against the wall, and then waited with a serious face for 

Jocelyn to speak. 

Over the phone, Jocelyn told Noah everything that she had just encountered. 

And she said she would send the picture to Noah. 

Listening to Jocelyn's graphic descriptions, Noah's eyes already had images in front of him. 

However, the more he listened to Jocelyn, the colder his expression became. 

He was silent, while, Jocelyn kept talking. 

After saying that, Jocelyn saw that she couldn't receive a response anymore, and then she had a 

question, "Honey? Are you listening?" 

Jocelyn, on the other side of the phone, is now halfway up a mountain in the middle of nowhere, lazily 

leaning against a pine tree. 

There was no one around, so she could say whatever she wanted. 

Noah frowned deeply, "Yes." 

Jocelyn, "So why don't you say something?" 



Noah, "Jocelyn." 

The tone of the man's voice was serious to the core. 

This tone of voice made Jocelyn become serious. 

She knew at once what Noah was thinking at that moment. 

Just don't wait for her to speak, Noah said directly, "Jocelyn, you are not allowed to do such a dangerous 

thing again." 

Jocelyn nodded obediently, "I know. it's actually not dangerous, mainly because I can see everything, so 

I go down." 

Noah frowned more deeply again, "Even so, you can’t do that. Although you can see, you are taking a 

risk. What if you move slow and accidentally get hurt? Have you thought about the consequences?" 

"And did you know that you're pregnant yourself? In case something happens to you, you will all die." 

It's true that Jocelyn didn't think that much about it. 

being very 

has 

think of that, I have confidence in myself. I'm not that 

"I don't want you to 

nodded, "Well, I 

Noah, "Jocelyn." 

green pine 

in her hand and twirled the pine needles in a bored manner while she waited for the other side 

sunlight scattered through the cracks of the pine trees and 

"I can't live 

Jocelyn, "I know." 

to cherish 

instant, Jocelyn felt warm and fuzzy in 

current spread out in the deepest part of 

slightly red, 

there is such a thing, let me know in advance, what you want to do, I 

Jocelyn, "Okay." 

your life is important. Because, your life not 



you die, do you think I'll live 

made Jocelyn 

carefully 

"Okay, I believe 

Jocelyn, "Okay." 

Noah, "Be good." 

but her eyes got even redder, "Okay, I'll be good. 

probing flashed under Noah's eyes, "It's because you want me to help you mobilize people to guard 

he could have 

Jocelyn nodded, "Yes." 

"No problem, I'll have the president reassign 

said is of incredibly 

as if deploying a division is as easy as dressing 

of 10,000 

it's not something you can just 

"Isn't that too 

leave it all to 

should still need some professionals to help you carry 

"Yeah." Jocelyn said. 

the president send a team of experts over 

Noah had arranged 

happy inside, "Thank 
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Chapter 919 Stunned 

After about an hour had passed, an entire division of the city of Blue Mountain, on one military 

helicopter after another, arrived at the mining area where Jocelyn was. 

A large number of military helicopters were deployed at the same time, attracting many people's 

attention at once. 

The topic #Blue Mountain City Military Helicopter# instantly made it to the number one spot on Weibo's 

Hot 100. 



The netizens have had a heated debate about this. 

[You know what? Today in Blue Mountain City, there are many, many military helicopters, all of which 

are said to be coming from the Blue Mountain City Military District.] 

[Crap, so many military helicopters at once all together, is something big happening?] 

[Each helicopter is said to be filled with soldiers, numbering up to a division.] 

[Is there a war on?]] 

[This would never have been possible to mobilize so many soldiers if it wasn't a major event.] 

[Agree with most people, something big must have happened because it's not anything that can make 

the top mobilize a division.] 

And the person in question, Jocelyn, knows nothing about it all. 

Once all the people she wanted had arrived at their destination, they stood in a quick line, striding 

neatly, in front of Jocelyn. 

The number of people was so large that it took up, almost, half of the hill. 

The leader, who was standing at the front, walked up to Jocelyn. 

Before he could say anything, Jocelyn stood straight up and then saluted in a dignified manner towards 

him. 

He then returned the salute. 

Because of their arrival, the whole atmosphere of the hill became serious. 

One by one they stood straight. 

there, even if you do nothing, it is 

has the greatest respect for the 

can rest assured that we will guard this area, even a fly 

among us who are available to help go 

Murphy, if you need anything, 

He spoke again respectfully. 

who have expertise, stay, while the others spread out 

man nodded respectfully, "Yes, Miss 

the brigade was deeply stunned 

loudspeaker he was holding, and to the large 

the task of sealing off this area properly and not letting in 



leader continued to 

he spoken than the soldiers began to carry 

up to the leader and 

turned in a neat line and scattered to 

are highly 

at it was an unbelievable visual treat for 

white helicopter landed next 

hundreds of men and women, of 

walked in an 

a middle-aged man in a white down jacket with a black suit 

then took the initiative to extend 

the 

is my 

expert panel he had brought 

her ears was 

them are senior 

the President had been able to deploy such a group of experts 

look. I heard from the president that there are a lot of exotic treasures of Egyptian culture found here. I 

really want to see 

an ancient tomb is really 
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Chapter 920 Warm and fuzzy 

The other experts who had DSLR cameras around their necks started taking pictures like crazy at this 

point. 

They took pictures while marveling at. 

"Oh my God, I'm really stunned. What kind of divine image is this?" 

"So many luminous pearls. My goodness, it's the first time I've seen them." 

"What a dignified and peerless figure should a woman with such a graveyard be?" 

"Any random object here is worth a fortune when taken out!" 



Compared to others, Jocelyn, who has already seen it twice, is not so excited at this time. 

Although not thrilled, inside, she was joyful. 

After taking out her mobile phone and taking another shot, Jocelyn then placed her gaze on the night 

pearl, before opening her own see-through eyes. 

Soon she saw it, the process of making that night pearl. 

After penetrating the night pearl, she went straight on to penetrate some of the other things. 

She can see exactly how other things are made. 

By what one sees, the workers are dressed, and the images of various things being made, all belong to 

Egyptian culture. 

Next, Jocelyn took a selective look through the others. 

The same is true of everything else. 

So, nowadays, Jocelyn can be sure that everything here is basically an object belonging to Egyptian 

culture. 

It is really worth a lot of money if it belongs to Egyptian culture. 

At this moment, Corey was holding a fine gold mask in one hand and a thick magnifying glass in the 

other, seriously examining it. 

The more he surveyed, the more Corey's gaze looked stunning. 

The other members of the expert panel, at this point, have all started to take magnifying glasses and 

examine the antique objects. 

full of amazement 

not bother with them, but peered 

perspective, she soon saw the making of the 

workers, 

that comes from the Egyptian culture to 

workers of that era, everyone was 

that come to the 

seen this because she had been in a hurry and had seen through it more and moved her eyes 

to get a 

that Corey walked straight up 

mask in his hand excitedly, and said, "Miss Murphy, this 



Jocelyn nodded, "Yeah." 

calm, 

softly, "Yeah, everything here is, basically, from 

of it when I was down here 

speaker is very light-hearted, but the 

at Jocelyn's eyes, and all of a sudden, there were several more points of admiration, "Miss Murphy, you 

have research on antiques, I have heard about it, but I never thought that you could 

"Awesome, Miss Murphy." 

and capable, worthy of being the wife of the head 

likes you, you really 

could not help 

now in awe 

admiration and adoration of the crowd, did not feel too much about all this at 

calm and collected, "Well, let's work out how to move 

let's categorize everything properly and put it all in one category." 

then, the other things of the same kind all 

"I'll take someone up to 

then greeted a few members of his 

down there, with all 

antiques 

of moving them, 

it was dark that they moved only half 

transported by troops, by military helicopter, 

that there were still not enough people, Jocelyn sent another thousand reliable people down from 

above to help with 


